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Based on the best-selling first edition, Beginning Ruby: From Novice to Professional, Second Edition is the leading guide for every type of reader who wants to learn Ruby from the ground up.
 The new edition of this book provides the same excellent introduction to Ruby as the first edition plus updates for the newest version of Ruby, including the addition of the Sinatra and Ramaze web application frameworks and a chapter on GUI development so developers can take advantage of these new trends.     

 Beginning Ruby starts by explaining the principles behind object-oriented programming and within a few chapters builds toward creating a full Ruby application. By the end of the book, in addition to in-depth knowledge of Ruby, you'll also have basic understanding of many ancillary technologies such as SQL, XML, web frameworks, and networking.

	 Introduces readers to the Ruby programming language
	 Takes readers from basic programming skills to web development with topics like Ruby-based frameworks and GUI programming 
	 Covers many ancillary technologies in order to provide a broader picture (e.g., databases, XML, network daemons)


What you'll learn

	Understand the basics of Ruby and object-oriented building blocks.
	Work with Ruby libraries, gems, and documentation.
	Work with files and databases.
	Write and deploy Ruby applications.
	Explore Ruby web frameworks and aspects of network programming with Ruby.
	Develop desktop and GUI applications with Ruby.


Who is this book for?

Beginning programmers, programmers new to Ruby, and web developers interested in knowing the foundations of the language

About the Author

Peter Cooper is an experienced Ruby developer, trainer, and publisher who runs Ruby Inside, the most popular blog in the Ruby and Rails worlds, with 18,000 subscribers. He also curates RubyFlow, a popular Ruby community link blog. Over the past few years he has developed, launched, and sold two startups (Feed Digest and Code Snippets), both powered by Ruby and Rails.
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Physics for Game DevelopersO'Reilly, 2001
Colliding billiard balls. Missile trajectories. Cornering dynamics in speeding cars. By applying the laws of physics, you can realistically model nearly everything in games that bounces around, flies, rolls, slides, or isn't sitting still, to create compelling, believable content for computer games, simulations, and animation. Physics for Game...
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Combustion Processes in Propulsion: Control, Noise, and Pulse DetonationButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
"This collection represents the current state-of-the-art in combustion research for air-breathing chemical propulsion. Nearly an equal mix of computational and experimental results are presented from the major players in Pulse Detonation Engines research, providing the reader with a thorough overview of the contemporary technical issues...
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CodeNotes for J2EE: EJB, JDBC, JSP, and ServletsRandom House, 2002
CodeNotes provides the most succinct, accurate, and speedy way for a developer to ramp up on a new technology or language. Unlike other programming books, CodeNotes drills down to the core aspects of a technology, focusing on the key elements needed in order to understand it quickly and implement it immediately. It...
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SolarWinds Orion Network Performance MonitorPackt Publishing, 2013

	An essential guide for installing, implementing, and calibrating SolarWinds Orion NPM


	Overview

	
		Master wireless monitoring and the control of wireless access points
	
		Learn how to respond quickly and efficiently to network issues with SolarWinds Orion NPM.
	
		Build impressive...
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Atlas of Intestinal StomasSpringer, 2012

	     Designed to provide a highly visual reference for surgeons and other members of the patient management team, Atlas of Intestinal Stomas is based on the 1967 gold standard text, Turnbull and Weakly’s Atlas of Intestinal Stomas.  Additions include chapters on anatomy and physiology, biliary stomas,...
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Getting Real: The smarter, faster, easier way to build a successful web application37signals, 2009

	Getting Real details the business, design, programming, and marketing principles of 37signals. The book is packed with keep-it-simple insights, contrarian points of view, and unconventional approaches to software design. This is not a technical book or a design tutorial, it's a book of ideas. Anyone working on a web app -- including...
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